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the fist time I saw you we were enveloped in  
cap-ended
goodness,
swimming through honey, bodies and sweat
thick and fertile,
i reached for your hand

now i’m too scared to do anything less

(falling, falling)



EXTENDED VELOCITY Two girls are running along a suburban footpath, 
their feet pounding the grey pavement. 

The sky darkens. It pigments surroundings with a 
lighter shade of blue. 

A coldness filters through the air where it hangs, 
lingering like algae atop a pond. It chills your 
bones, and makes you walk faster. 

It was the air that made the sky that colour. Or 
maybe it was something else. The colour; like the 
grain of a photograph from an old film camera, 
photos developed with too much cyan. 

Dusk settles. The light-darkness spreading, 
seeping a teal blue. Like a nascent tear squeezing 
through the duct, cold and salty.

In this moment of transition, it’s neither dark or 
light, day or night, good or evil. Everything exists 
in perfect harmony, in a state of in-between, for a 
moment, before the world latches on and begins to 
bustle again.

Some call it dusk, others call it twilight; Nautical 
Twilight. An attempt to grasp the transient quality 
of this time of day, which is more of a feeling, 
perhaps. A biophillic-like connection between nat-
ural light, human life, and then, something more. 
Dripping like a tap, an uncertainty flows through 
you— a feeling of something felt and not-felt, of 
something emerging, all intermingling with the 
cold, blue air.

It’s the kind of slow transition that makes you rub 
your eyes and wonder whether it is just your pupils 
adjusting. Kaleidoscopic-like, sometimes it makes 
you feel like you’re being sucked into a vortex.

The fading light grows darker and darker. All 
that’s around you moving in, closer, and closer. 

Everything becomes tighter— you gasp;

The street lights flicker on.

The girls laugh, and chatter, calling out to each 
other in between puffed-breath.

“Come on Lola!”

Their pace quickens. The sky darkens.

“I’m coming! Wait up!”

“Hurry, we’ll miss our tram”

Their feet pound the pavement. Quicker, faster. 
Like Lola’s heart— but she’d never tell Cleo. It’s 
what kept her up at night.

“Extended velocity, Lola! Extended velocity!”

The two girls burst into fits of laughter.

Lola extends her legs, extending her step, further 
and further. Extending her heart.

( T H E  B E G I N N I N G  O F  A  S C R I P T )



it glided down the sky, she touched it!
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THE NATURAL AND INDUSTRIAL COLLIDE. THIS IS EVERYTHING THAT MAKES YOU FEEL. TILL DET SOM ÄR VACKERT. OPEN GREY SKIES, VASTNESS AND SPACE. ECHOING OUR
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THREAD WORMS ON A STRING, KEEPS SPIDERS IN HER POCKET, COLLECTS FLY-WINGS IN A JAR, 



SCRUBS HORSE FLIES, AND PINCHES THEM ON A LINE. SHE HAS ONE FRIEND, HE LIVES NEXT DOOR, THEY’RE LISTENING TO THE WEATHER. 

HE KNOWS HOW MANY FRECKLES  SHE’S GOT, SHE SCRATCHES HIS BEARD



SHE’S PAINTING HUGE BOOKS, AND GLUES THEM TOGETHER. THEY SAW A BIG RAVEN, IT GLIDED DOWN THE SKY, SHE TOUCHED IT!

TODAY IS A BIRTHDAY, THEY’RE SMOKING CIGARS. HE’S GOT A CHAIN OF FLOWERS. AND SEWS A BIRD IN HER KNICKERS 



THEY’RE SMOKING CIGARS

THEY LIE IN A BATHTUB

A CHAIN OF FLOWERS



SHE LIVES IN THIS HOUSE OVER THERE, HAS HER WORLD OUTSIDE IT. SCRABBLES IN THE EARTH WITH HER FINGERS AND HER MOUTH SHE’S FIVE  

YEARS OLD. THREAD WORMS ON A STRING, KEEPS SPIDERS IN HER POCKET, COLLECTS FLY-WINGS IN A JAR, SCRUBS HORSE FLIES AND PINCHES

THEM ON A LINE. SHE HAS ONE FRIEND, HE LIVES NEXT DOOR,  THEY’RE LISTENING TO 
THE WEATHER. HE KNOWS HOW MANY FRECKLES SHE’S GOT, SHE SCRATCHES HIS BEARD
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THEY’RE SMOKING CIGARS, HE’S GOT A CHAIN OF FLOWERS, AND SEWS A BIRD IN HER KNICKERS
THEY’RE SMOKING CIGARS, THEY LIE IN THE BATHTUB, A CHAIN OF FLOWERS
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I’d best describe Ella Bergström as the Swedish birth child of Björk meets Aurora. But any sort 
of comparison to similar sounding Nordic musicians would be an understatement— simply 
because I’m yet to hear a young artist as sonically diverse and robust as Ella.

Going by the stage name ‘Lokomotiv,’ Ella is a 24 year-old musician, living in Gothenburg, 
Sweden. Perhaps the most captivating aspect of her music is the way she so cleverly plays with 
contrasts.

Although, by definition, contrasts infer a binary of sorts, those within Ella’s music appear 
contingent and symbiotic. Like Yin and Yang, they work together to form a perfectly fluid musical 
relationship, bringing to surface intricate melodic qualities, panoramic in style and resonance.

A dynamic blend of electronic and classical music, Ella’s songs embody the natural, earthy 
qualities of her surrounding Swedish landscape; tinkling, wind chime sounds emulate the sun 
sparkling against an ocean of water, only to then be juxtaposed with the dark distant bases and 
heavier instrumentals— like clouds rolling in; beating like a heart; brewing before a storm— 
drawing you deeper, further, beneath the sparkling surface.

Layered sounds grow and grow until, almost always, a tempered, controlled climax occurs, pro-
viding a stage for Ella to demonstrate the durability and maturity of her strong, accented vocals. 
Encapsulating the pulse of our emotions, Ella’s music manages to reverberate the physicality and 
intensity of the human condition.

Ella— You know, I’m so nervous.

Eva- For this interview?

Ella— Yeah. I’ve been thinking this whole morning; “I’m gonna tell her everything that’s not 
relevant!”

Eva- Haha, I’m also really nervous… I actually have a glass of wine next to me right now.

Ella— Oh… I have wine at home as well… [she looks to her left, towards her kitchen]. Maybe 
we should both drink wine together! Oh my god, okay, I’m gonna get wine.

Through the Skype web-camera, I follow Ella into her kitchen with her laptop, which she places 
on the kitchen bench-top. From her torso up, she wears a silk lilac shirt, decorated with orien-
tal-like floral patterns. Beneath it she wears a cropped velvet turtleneck. Her hair is long and

blonde, darker at the roots— so different from the fiery, multicoloured pink-to blue-to-purple 
gradient she had it dyed when I saw her last. As she pours the red wine into a glass teacup, I 
notice a small female ‘Venus’ symbol tattooed onto her left wrist.

Ella- But you know, I’m an adult now, so I only drink because it’s good… just kidding.

She smiles at herself, as she walks from the kitchen back to her light-filled bedroom. The last 
time I saw Ella was in 2017 in Malmö with her band, KATTHEM. Now we’re both sitting in front 
of our computers on Skype— myself in Melbourne, and Ella in Gothenburg—drinking wine 
together.

Ella- But I’ve actually started to like wine now… for real.

Eva— Same, I used to hate it!

Ella- Me too. I drank it anyway. But you know… I like the taste of memories. 

That is, perhaps, the greatest thing I learned about Ella following this interview— that she can 
turn anything, literally anything, into something beautiful, something poetic. Her sensibility to 
the world around her is uncanny; like a wide-eyed child, she views everything with a positive 
energy and an artistic eye, allowing her to delve deeper into the complexities and subtleties 
of human life, eventually returning to the surface with a perspective that is untouched and 
unfiltered; so full of fertility, growth and understanding, and laced with an extensive amount of 
curiosity.

For weeks after the interview, I kept returning to this thought— to this personality trait of 
hers— and was continuously struck by it, very much attracted to it, as if I’d learned some great 
lesson in life.

Eva- I wanted to begin by asking you about your song Destruction. Could you explain what it is 
about and how you began creating it?

Ella- I wrote Destruction about four years ago. The song was kind of about a power imbalance 
in a relationship. And I wrote about it from the other perspective; like what happened to me. I 
guess what is a bit freaky about this song is that when I wrote it, I suppose that was the point 
when I started to realise things about the relationship I was in, but I didn’t really want to realise 
those things. It wasn’t until about, maybe a year later, that I was able to finally accept those 
things I had written. 



Eva- Do you always find yourself writing down more 
personal thoughts, poems, or lyrics, then translating 
them into melodies and songs? 

Ella- Actually, I write everything at the same time— 
almost always I sit at the piano and write the song in 
like an hour, or half an hour. But that’s just like the 
skeleton, and then I’ll produce it later. So the melody 
and the lyrics often come together. I feel like that’s 
really important… like, I feel like I can hear that in 
my own songs; the melody of the words… if you 
know what I mean? They have to work well with the 
song melody. I want it all to be very fluid.

Eva- You mentioned your half-hour writing process. 
Would you say it’s pretty cathartic in that way? That 
within that short time span, you might feel a sense of 
release when you finish writing a song?

Ella- Well actually, that’s like a realisation I got this 
month. I think I’m searching for those ‘kicks’… emo-
tional kicks. And that can also be a bit destructive in 
some ways. And that also made me realise why I had 
problems trying to continue on with a song. I have so 
many songs, maybe about 50 unfinished songs, that I 
have just lying around. But I don’t have the guts to just 
go ahead and finish it, or produce it, or do something 
more with it. And now I’ve realised why— because 
I’m looking for those ‘kicks.’ I get afraid of losing that 
emotional connection to the song, so I always just 
move forward and make a new song instead.

Despite Ella’s fear of losing that initial emotional con-
nection within her work, she seems to have worked 
out the perfect artistic algorithm to continuously 
reignite that emotional kick she so cautiously aims to 
maintain in production. Her melodies are entwined in 
a very specific way, so that they’re constantly birthing 
new paths and avenues to follow. With every listen, 



one comes across a new sound, a new feeling, a new detail to explore, so that eventually each 
listen feels like the first.

Eva- Destruction includes lyrics like “you are mine, I will never be yours” and you talk about how 
you “blew a kiss and got nothing back.” With these lyrics in mind, what would you say is your 
perception or idea of love? Would you say it’s somewhat obsessive or romanticised? 

Ella- I don’t know if I would say my picture of love is romanticised, but I get very stuck in it. And 
I get addicted to those feelings. But that’s also something I realised recently; like, if I would sit 
on a bench in the snow, minus ten degrees outside, together with someone I like, and we’ve had 
a good conversation, I could sit there until I freeze to death. If the other person doesn’t say “ok, 
you know, we should go in,”  I could sit there until I fucking die. Because I’m never, I’m never the 
person that will say first, “ok, we should go in,” because I just ignore those other feelings. I’m so, 
like, in that moment… and it can be wonderful, but it’s also very destructive. For a long time I 
thought that it was worth it to offer that pain— often I feel like it’s worth it to get those kicks. But 
in the long run, it’s not. 
     Another important thing I realised quite recently is that all these emotions, they’re still inside 
of me. Even if I connect them with a person, that person is not the one who makes me feel that 
way. It’s me who makes me feel the way I do. And I can do that with or without that person. I can 
still cry when I see dust in the sunlight… even if I don’t have that person next to me to make me 
feel all these other good things in life.

Eva- Would you say getting “stuck” in love is an important part of your writing process? Or some-
thing that perhaps gives fuel to your creativity?

Ella- Maybe love does, in a way. But I also have a big amount of love for the world. Because I’m 
a very positive person, I guess. Like, I even love ugly and nasty things… everything that makes 
me feel. And I feel like everything around me makes me feel… and I guess that that’s love in a 
way. 

I’m reminded of Björk’s ‘All is Full of Love,’ in which she sings; “You’ll be given love, you’ll be 
taken care of / Twist your head around, it’s all around you / All is full of love, all around you”. This 
elevation of love beyond romance positions it as a more personal venture— an all-encompass-
ing, ongoing search. In her search for love Ella seems to pursue all that is beautiful, maintaining 
a childlike innocence and sense of intrigue. The preservation of these unaffected qualities is 
something really authentic; a feeling satiated with so much vulnerability and pleasure to the point 
where you become envious of it.

Ella- I think the thing that gives fuel to the process is that it’s more a form of therapy for myself. 

And maybe a way to figure out ‘what am I trying to tell myself?’ Sometimes I feel like my songwrit-
ing is the healthiest version of me. It’s very important for me to be transparent— to see both the 
good sides and the ugly sides. And maybe also in some ways, manifest myself, my whole self.

Eva- Do ever you find the creative process to be difficult? Does it come in waves?

Ella- I feel like that’s one of my stronger sides, because there’s so much to experience. I really 
love when you get this weird feeling in your body and you don’t know… like you haven’t felt it be-
fore… and you can’t connect it to what it is… like it’s neither bad or good, it’s just a very strong 
emotion. And so then I want to try put words on it. I guess it’s a bit of an experiment sometimes. 
Like, my biggest dream is to take this feeling [she motions towards her heart] and describe it and 
make someone else feel it.

Eva- Is that very difficult? I always find that to be one of the most difficult things to do… because 
a memory could come from something like a sound, or a smell. And so then trying to write about it 
becomes really difficult because you feel like you can only really use that particular smell or that 
sound to replicate it…

Ella- Yeah! It’s like you try to translate it, but in the transition details will fall away and the person 
that receives it won’t experience the same thing. And I guess that’s why for many people what mu-
sic you listen to can also be very private, in a way. Sometimes I feel like if I find a really good song, 
it can be a great way to connect with people. But sometimes, if I don’t know a person, and I have 
this new song that means very much to me, or like I’m still in that ‘space,’ I’m not sure that I would 
share it with that person… because I don’t trust that person to feel the same way as I do, and I 
don’t want to break that spell. I’m also very nostalgic. So I love the feeling of a forgotten memory, 
or something that’s very distant. I can’t control it, it has already happened. It’s just so distant, like 
an echo… and I find that so beautiful.

Eva- I wanted to go back to what you said about your love for all things “beautiful and nasty.” 
This perspective kind of reminds me of David Lynch. In ‘Catching the Big Fish’ he talks about the 
beauty he finds in dead creatures, in blood, in typically ‘ugly’ things. But, he’s interested in visually 
depicting these things to demonstrate their beauty.

Ella- Yeah, the contrasts between the ugly and the beautiful are important. Most people find a dead 
bird on the road to be a bit gross, maybe… or like trash or something. But I guess I like the con-
trast between nature and the things that don’t ‘belong’ there. But they still do, and there’s always a 
connection between [these] things, and I think that’s beautiful.

Eva- I guess that’s a very poetic view on the world though…



In a similar way that nature never asks permission for anything, so does Ella’s music. Produced 
and created in the privacy of her own room, it harvests an aesthetic that is unapologetically 
large and brash, yet all the while nuanced and complex— an aesthetic that prides the fluidity of 
naturalness and slow becoming. 

To some extent, as with nature, it’s not our role to try and control extremes. What instigates the 
creation of a song for Ella is something deeper, something closer to the human condition, where 
purer, more primitive emotions lurk. The density and extremes of Ella’s music evolve from an 
innate feeling, a knowing relation to sound.

Ella- Also, I guess it’s the things I listen to. I come from a very classical background. For the 
majority of my life I’ve played classical piano and classical violin, and I used to sing in a choir 
when I was young. So I guess what I’m aiming for, and what I’m working on right now, is to mix 
this very traditional and ‘nature-close’ sound, and take it, and then like rip it and destroy it.

With our wine glasses empty, Ella and I near the end of our Skype call. I ask her what’s on the 
horizon for her music. Currently undertaking a bachelor degree at Gothenburg’s Högskolan för 
scen och musik means that Lokomotiv is an ongoing, slower solo process for Ella. She likes to 
take time to figure stuff out— to be in control of everything. And while things may seem small 
and initial in their growth, Ella’s ambitions appear larger;

Ella- What I really want to do is play with the symphony orchestra, like hundreds of synths… but 
that’s for the future… nothing I can do right now…

Ella- Yeah, but I guess that’s how you survive, like you have to [view it this way]. Even if you’re 
a realist. Like, for example, the most beautiful thing I know right now is this factory here in 
Gothenburg. I don’t know what factory it is, it just feels so mysterious. I always take the boat over 
the river, and I get to watch it. I just wonder what happens inside it… like what are they making? 
And with all the pipes that are going around it… and there’s smoke everywhere. Even if it’s 
destroying the nature, it’s still like the most beautiful thing I know. And I always imagine what it 
would look like when nature takes it back….

As Ella talks about this factory in Gothenburg, I notice a certain excitement rising in her body— 
as if entranced, her eyes widen and she looks away from the laptop camera, imagining the 
factory in her mind. Her smile broadens, and her hands move in every which direction as she 
describes the selective beauty of the old factory. 

Gothenburg is a city in Sweden that is infamous for it’s shipping port and industrial landscape. 
Factories, pipes, and large industrial cranes line the sky, forming the backdrop to a city sur-
rounded by an ocean of water which eventually becomes the North Sea— establishing a liquid 
divide between Sweden and Denmark. Echoed in her surrounding landscapes are the contrasts 
that Ella talks so fondly about— between two countries, between nature and things that don’t 
belong there, and, in the ebbs and flows of the tide, between return and departure. These 
contrasts all work in a unison of modulating grace, combining and synthesising to reveal their 
innermost beauty.

Ella- This idea of contrasts, that is also how I feel like I am; like how I work as a person, my 
personality. Humans are very complex, and sometimes that’s also like a struggle, or a battle for 
me. I’m very calm and up in my head a lot of the time, maybe a sweet person, I guess. But I can 
also be very like, vulgar, and sometimes I have this need to just explode on someone and start a 
conflict. And sometimes I feel like I’m swinging between those persons so much. But that is what 
makes me, me.

Eva- Sonically, I feel as though your music reflects the emotion and intensity of your lyrics— the 
sounds and melodies are very earthy, intricate, magical and intense. Is this intentional? How do 
you come about finding the sounds that best illustrate the immediacy of your emotions?

Ella- I feel that I have a hard time to know exactly… like some people know how they want their 
music to sound. I guess I hear it in my head beforehand, but usually it’s more experimental; when 
I hear the sound I’m like, “ok this is the right one.” It’s a hard question though. Because I feel like 
it just becomes, it just happens. And it’s the same thing as I said before, that’s just what I find 
beautiful. 

Find Ella Bergström’s music on Soundcloud and Spotify under the name Lokomotiv, and follow her 
on Facebook at @lokomotiv. 



DESTRUCTION how would I know that the sickness had grown out of complete, silence you float silence is all that you should know

lyrics by Ella Bergström:



you tried the coat on it didn’t measure your strong will to grow small, how could it be that the blue and the sea begs you to go on



yes i miss the good old times when you blew the kiss got nothing back, but the sickness took what’s left from you, you fucked me up i fucked you too.
licking the wounds, take it nice take it slow, feelings of sweets and i come. destruction and pop is my beat it’s my sound, it’s ill and it’s wrong 



i will do you hard you cannot complain, cause i smashed your ego until you came, i threw your voice to the dogs, you are mine i will never be yours
yes i miss the good old times when you blew the kiss got nothing back, but the sickness took what’s left from you, you fucked me up i fucked you too.



i really wanted to look her in the eyes and analyse her face for good 
this time. but I was tentative even to look; satiated with a small glance 
which was always met with a reluctant, half-hearted smile. 

she hated when I looked at her. and I knew because her eyes would 
sort of widen and look away to the side; the gesture itself a negation of 
everything i was feeling, and, like a four-pronged fork jabbed into my 
own heart, it hurt so fucking bad. 

everything we’d felt in the past seemed impossible, almost non-exis-
tent— save for the fact that, after binding ourselves together in white 
sheets, our eyes continued to meet—  only in glances, nothing like the 
first.

it spoke deeper than lust (on my part), or regret (on hers), in the sense 
that it was tainted with a certain amount of toxicity, and a knowingness 
that each brief glance was both inapt and undesirable. the inaptitude 
always, somehow, falling into my own window of actions— as if i was 
a child breaking the unwritten ‘rules of love.’

then came the corridors of love, which always smelt of longing and 
fear, all intermingled— like a gross concoction of my own humiliation 
and affection; slowly stewing; always brewing; brimming with excite-
ment; reeking of confusion and sadness.

in the corridors of love we’d be in each other’s presence— the same 
vicinity of old brick university castle walls, and contemporary glass 
libraries, where sharp, angular, interior edges were symbiotically 
married with a 350 year-old frame; a type of Swedish architectural 
ingenuity, all perfectly, organically, merging as one. 

if we ever walked past each other in the corridors of love, we would 
both kind of whisper ‘hey’, then change direction— even if it meant a 
longer route home.

and, in my fast paced walk in the cool of the night, the icy wind would 
graze the skin on my face, and cause my eyes to dry and water. how 
my throat would swell and i’d want to puke and cry and hug her and 
love her, all at the same time. but i had nothing to grip, no one to touch; 
just a constant, uncertain, ongoing flux.
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i was wading, like through honey, through something thick, picking 
up my feet from the thigh each time. every movement felt slow and 
languorous, but somehow the pain, the lack of mutuality, gave me more 
incentive to keep going, to keep looking. 

with each step, it seemed, i was birthing new feelings of lost hope;

like, for example, how, when she sat behind me in class, her presence 
would linger in the back of my mind— like her smell on my pillow 
or her clothes on my floor— making me think of all the possibilities; 
what if, what if, what if…

one day when she sat behind me, and when i couldn’t not look any-
more, i went home and i cried and i cried and i cried, until i was empty, 
until i was dry. curled up on the floor, head in my hands, like a foetus, 
i was a child, and apparently i’d broken ‘the rules of love.’ i was like a 
parasite, and she was the host— except she was the one thriving; on 
my own discomfort, in every side glance. 

and in every side glance, i think i was searching for closure. some sort 
of last supper where all would be reconciled but,

remember that time we found ourselves on the same 20:30 train on a 
Friday night, heading to Malmö? you took the south exit and i took the 
north— i guess we would both be heading in opposite directions.
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There’s this scene in Hiroshima Mon Amour where Emanuelle Riva’s character (Her) 
says goodbye to Eiji Okada’s character (Him) for what is thought to be the last time. They 
had just spent a Casablanca-like evening together at a Japanese tea-house, recounting 
memories and stories to one another. The lovers are tied to each other, and with every 
‘final departure’ they both walk away, sorrowful and empty.

In this particular scene, Emanuelle Riva’s character walks from the hotel 
lobby, where she has said goodbye to Him, back up to her hotel room. When 
she reaches the door to her room, she pauses in front of it. Slowly turning 
around, she begins to walk back downstairs.

Disconnected (but connected) though #1:



As she descends the staircase, we see a large, white, empty hotel foyer— neon lights hum-
ming in the dead of the night. Stillness and silence pervade the scene of whiteness.

She turns around and climbs the stairs once more, back to her hotel 
room. This time, as she arrives at the door, she opens it and walks in.



Then, she slowly walks around and time begins to feel excruciatingly still and normal— there’s a sense 
of lethargy in her pace, as her body passes through the hot, summer evening air. Riva is the only move-
ment, the only sense of life in a room which had, only hours earlier, been filled with passionate romance. 

The buzzing sound of cicadas in the warmth of the night grow larger and larger, as all sense of time 
(which, stylistically, has been slowing throughout the entire film), really slows down now. 

Her patience is brimming. It’s as if the normalcy, the return to everything in its place— to the bed neatly 
made, to the flowers on the table, to everything as she had left it— is what hurts her the most. She’s 
returning to something she doesn’t want to accept. To an empty hotel foyer, to a room without Him.

When she’s inside she stands still— and we see everything around her in its place, as it had been left.
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Disconnected (but connected) thought #2:

I think one of the (worser) feelings to experience is seeing someone 
you love, kissing another person. Or realising that someone you 
really love isn’t (romantically) feeling the same thing.

In this particular moment, you really feel your heart drop to the 
bottom of your stomach, and it feels as though the floor has been 
ripped from beneath your feet. And so you start falling.

What existed in your mind now feels like an artificial reality, created 
to anaesthetise the present moment; a projection of yourself 
onto another, in an attempt to become one perfect entity (due to a 
constant dissatisfaction with yourself). What was there, for a time, 
was not real, and a thought occurs that maybe their eyes never met 
yours. Maybe your minds never ran along with that same mutual 
feeling, or intense passion for each other’s minute mannerisms. 

Without all that, you feel as though there’s no real path to pursue. 
Dramatically, you think, you’ll never love again. 

So, when you’re falling, you clumsily start trying to grab onto all the 
happiness and goodness around you, because you’ve forgotten what 
it really felt like to be happy; without that stimulant (without that 
person). And the harshness of reality hits that much harder, because 
you’re returning to the same place you started— a place you don’t 
necessarily want to be.

It’s one of the more scarier feelings I’ve felt, because, in that partic-
ular moment, there seems to be no turning back; no realistic return.



Even though, realistically, you’ll go home and everything will be fine and normal and in its place, and 
tomorrow the sun will rise again and you know there could be worse things in life. But that’s just the 
thing (that perhaps scares you even more); everything is normal. 

The lamp next to your bed is in the same spot, sitting on your bedside table; your shoes are where you 
left them by the door; the book you were reading is still face down on the page you never finished. 

You’ve walked into this familiarity which, for some reason, feels so foreign, and meaningless, and 
empty. Because nothing, you think (again, somewhat dramatically), feels as strong as that feeling you 
had for that person, and you think you’ll never feel the same way again. Now that everything’s lost its 
meaning, you need to start all over again— in all this sameness, which is the most difficult part.



And so you’ll cry until your exhausted and empty, and your 
cheeks are red and inflated with a warm, childish tenderness. 



Getting over someone you wholeheartedly love (or think you love) is 
a bit like going down to the hotel lobby, walking back upstairs, and 
placing your head beneath the bathroom tap. And after placing your 
head beneath the bathroom tap, tired and weary, you’ll ask yourself; 



what’s the word for how it smells after rain?



EXCUSE ME, BUT I JUST
HAVE TO EXPLODE 
( T H I S  B O D Y  O F F  M E )





NO FILTER. 1.0
I wonder if, when we caught eyes— and mine averted 
yours as soon as ours met— I wonder if it was then that 
you realised I kind of liked you? In that small moment, 
it all felt much longer than a pause. And since then I’ve 
been lingering in every other moment we have together. 
And I think you’ve noticed that too, because you don’t 
linger like you used to— not for as long. Which makes 
me think that you know. If you know what I mean?

everything I’d say to you if I could



2.0 3.0
I like writing your name in my diary. Spelling it out one 
letter at a time, printing it in something I own. It makes 
me feel important; knowing that during your week, 
there’s a time you’ve allocated to spend (specifically) 
with me. And so, I was wondering what you think of 
when you write my name in your diary (do you write my 
name in your diary?), or what you’re thinking when you 
text me back… if there’s the same care and impetus, 
spelling out each individual letter, then word, then 
sentence. That same feeling of importance?…

I painted my nails red because you did too, 
just to see how much closer we could be...



4.0 5.0
I love you.
(I think...)

In your corduroy jacket, leaning in towards me, and 
hugging yourself; your eyes were open and earnest, and 
your smile was so  fucking cute. I keep thinking of your 
smile. Replaying the scene in my mind. How all the noise 
and the chatter in the cafe somehow disappeared. And 
then; it was just me and you, eyes locked, heart beating. 
Everything felt right, everything fluid and fitting— for 
a moment. Just for a moment. A fleeting moment, now 
bracketed by sadness and impending departure. 



6.0 7.0
I hate that moment before departure— when we’re 
walking to a street corner at the end of a really nice 
afternoon, and I know that when we reach that corner, I’ll 
go one way and you’ll go the other. I always try to speed 
up the conversation (if you haven’t noticed), because all 
of a sudden I realise I still haven’t spoken to you about all 
the things I wanted to talk to you about. I wish we could 
just keep walking and talking. I wish I could be in your 
presence that little bit longer.

panoptic voyeurism is (to me);
staring at the gap of smooth
skin between your untucked shirt 
and black pants. Not perving,
just admiring. 



ONE LAST THING:

i’m tired of 
seeing you from behind in
so many other people
never the exact cropped brown hair
or adidas sneakers
just a silent reminder
another four-letter
name.




